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Abstract
In this study, I interviewed 3 graduates from Kino School, a small, private, alternative
school, about their experiences with writing before, during, and after graduation in order
to determine how alternative education impacted their writing self-efficacy beliefs. Kino
School embraces many of the tenets o f free school philosophy, which is centered on
democratic learning, self-sufficiency, and student choice. This study explores how free
school philosophy impacted these graduates' writing and attitudes toward writing. All
three graduates described an overall experience at Kino that left them confident in their
writing, expressing high writing self-efficacy beliefs. Kino School's use o f creative
writing, writing across the curriculum, teacher feedback, peer revision, and collaboration
ultimately established writing as enjoyable for these graduates, which resulted in positive
associations with writing into college. I discuss what each graduate said on these topics
and link it to theory on best practices in the field o f Writing Studies. By establishing this
connection, I hope to affirm the legitimacy o f the free school philosophy, while also
highlighting the potential for best practice in the writing classroom in both public and
alternative schools.
Keywords: self-efficacy beliefs, free schools, alternative schools, democratic learning,
writing, creative writing, peer revision, writing across the curriculum, teacher feedback,
writing process, adaptability
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Free Schools and Self-Efficacy Beliefs: Research for an Alternative

Introduction
In this study, I interviewed 3 graduates from Kino School, a small, private,
alternative school in Tucson, Arizona, about their experiences with writing before,
during, and after graduation in order to determine how alternative education impacted
their writing self-efficacy beliefs. Kino School embraces many o f the tenets o f free
school philosophy, which is centered on democratic learning, self-sufficiency, and student
choice. This study is inspired by my own teaching experience at Kino School and my
personal philosophy, which is centered on student responsibility. I struggle with the
emphasis on teacher accountability in schools, which diminishes the power o f students.
By taking away students' responsibility, we are disempowering them; to have
responsibility in education is to have control over it.
Because of these concerns, I studied alternative education and became interested
in the free school philosophy of A.S. Neill. After graduating from college, I taught junior
high and high school language arts and ran a homeroom at Kino School for five years.
At Kino, I saw the theory I preached put into action daily. While it was not without its
flaws, I could not deny the confidence it instilled in the students. They had control over
their education; the classes, schedules, course content, and school rules were all decided
upon by students. There would occasionally be students, especially those new to the
school, who were not able to cope with this freedom, but more often than not students
learned important lessons about self-control and motivation that could not be measured
on any standardized test. They approached school, not grudgingly, but rather with a
genuine enthusiasm for learning.
I am going into this study with the belief that free schools can offer an alternative
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philosophy for educating students. I am critical o f the benefits o f high-stakes tests, which
force teachers to teach to the test and encourage a competitive learning environment that
can hurt students' self-efficacy beliefs. By conducting this research, I hope to engage
educators (and the general public) in a discussion about the possible merits o f a
progressive school philosophy. By no means do I believe that this research will offer a
conclusive solution to the many problems facing writing teachers today. However, by
interviewing graduates who attended Kino School and pursued higher education, I hope
to illuminate what was successful (or unsuccessful) about their writing instruction. This
research will allow me to engage in a discussion o f best writing practices in all schools,
public or alternative.

Chapter 1: Why Research Writing at Free Schools?
Problem Statement
It is frustrating for me, as someone who believes in free school philosophy, to see
little to none of it discussed in the field o f Writing Studies. While there is much, albeit
outdated, theory written about free school philosophy (its creator, A.S. Neill, published
numerous books on it), there is little current research about these schools' effectiveness,
which makes it difficult to argue for the implementation o f free school philosophy. The
field of education occasionally discusses the potential o f free schools, but often only
theoretically and in passing. News sources, such as NPR's This American Life and the
New York Times, also take occasional interest in free schools, since these schools present
alternative ideas to what is currently in place. However, these articles typically
sensationalize the schools while remaining incredulous about their success.
Because free schools are not a part o f mainstream society, much o f the general
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public has not heard of them or the alternative theories they propose. Most teachers and
professors I've known stare at me blankly when I tell them about where I taught. After
receiving this response more times than I can count, I've tired o f repeating a long-winded
explanation o f the free school philosophy and resort to just saying: “You know
Montessori schools? They're kind o f like them... only weirder.” It seems like much of
the theory I've read (Hairston, Elbow, Shaughnessy) argues for tenets of free school
philosophy but never uses the words “free school,” skirting around a real solution: a
complete réévaluation of how we approach not only the teaching o f writing, but the entire
educational system. This research is an attempt to reengage educators in a discussion of
free school philosophy and to highlight the potential for elements o f it to be adopted by
the public school system.
As public schools trend towards accountability and testing, free schools, which
offer no means o f formal assessment, seem passe. These schools challenge the traditional
notion o f “success” and do not administer standardized tests or assign grades to their
students, thus making it difficult to assess their effectiveness. This makes it especially
problematic to evaluate the writing o f students in free schools, which occurs across the
curriculum in a non-standardized way. Not only would it be impossible to objectively
determine “success” in these students' writing, it would also go against the philosophy of
the schools, which pride themselves on their lack of ranking and holistic approach to
evaluation and education. The field o f Writing Studies must keep up with the increasingly
standardized education in public schools, making it difficult to directly engage with the
assessmentless, non-standardized principles o f free schools. Nonetheless, the potential of
the free school philosophy should be examined, and there needs to be more research and
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discussion about these schools in the public sphere and in teaching programs.
Perhaps free schools were not what Hairston (1982) had in mind when she called
for a “paradigm shift” in her article “The Winds o f Change: Thomas Kuhn and the
Revolution in the Teaching of Writing.” However, free schools would offer a radical
pedagogical departure from the current norm with the potential to shift the focus of
schools from what students learn to how they learn. This philosophy mirrors the shift in
the teaching of writing that Hairston (1982) called for: being product-driven to processdriven (p.86). The field of Writing Studies recognizes the individuality o f the writing
process, but can the current public school system meet such a highly individualized need?
Because of standardized testing, public schools can become preoccupied with the
products students produce as opposed to the process through which they learn.
Democratic free schools can offer an alternative theory to current classrooms, making the
work students engage in self-motivated and student-centered. Examining the nontraditional approach to writing instruction in free schools could help improve education
for all schools.

Literature Review
In order to understand how free schools can potentially impact the teaching of
writing, it is necessary to first review its philosophy and practices. The free school
movement gained momentum in America in the 1960s-1970s, but the philosophy first
took root in 1921 at Summerhill, a mixed-age boarding school in England founded by
A.S. Neill. In Summerhill School: A New View o f Childhood, Neill (1992) outlines many
o f the basic principles of Summerhill that form the foundation o f free school theory.
Neill (1992) states that the guiding idea for the foundation o f Summerhill was “to make
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the school fit the child- instead of making the child fit the school” (p. 9). In order to
accomplish this, Summerhill holds a democratic meeting each week in which “everything
connected with social, or group, life, including punishment for social offences, is settled
by vote” (Neill, 1992, p. 17). As the administrator at Summerhill, Neill still regulates
staff decisions, finances, and other practical arrangements, but the students at Summerhill
are able to govern and enforce their own behavioral rules. Neill (1992) emphasizes that,
while some have criticized the school for being anarchic, Summerhill actually has a
rather long list of rules and regulations as a result o f their student democracy. These rules
help students learn self-regulation and foster community at the school.
Many of Neill's (1992) guiding principles ignore academic achievement, which
seems to be the main factor influencing education in public schools today. For Neill
(1992), the happiness of the student trumped academic success; he is famously quoted for
saying, “I would rather see a school produce a happy street cleaner than a neurotic
scholar” (p. 9). Play and self-regulation are emphasized, and academic achievement is
secondary to a happy individual. Summerhill maintains that all children are inherently
curious and active: “I have never yet seen a lazy child. What is called laziness is either
lack of interest or lack of health” (Neill, 1992, p. 40). Summerhill rejects the academic
basics, maintaining that student interest should trump a teacher's academic agenda.
These theories may seem outdated and irrelevant in the current climate of
education, which has veered away from this kind o f democratic learning. However, these
schools offer a promising alternative to the current climate o f standardization. While
there are not many studies that examine free schools, The Sudbury Valley School (a free
school in Massachusetts) offers a comprehensive look at the success o f its students in a
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book entitled The Legacy o f Trust: Life After the Sudbury Valley School Experience. This
study shows “our alumni to be confident and competent members o f society, capable of
defining meaningful goals for their lives and finding ways to achieve them” (Sudbury
Valley School, 2012d). The book details a study conducted in 1991 with former Sudbury
Valley School students, with the goal o f answering the question o f whether or not
Sudbury Valley is a “good school” (Greenberg & Sandofsky, 1992, p. 7). Greenberg and
Sandofsky (1992) explain that while most schools are curious about their graduates, “a
school like Sudbury Valley School, based on principles which are radical departures from
those that underlie the prevailing educational models, is more motivated than most
schools to have answers available” on the success o f their former students (p.7). Because
of the unconventional approach to learning that free schools take, studies such as these
are the first step to this philosophy's inclusion in mainstream schooling. While noting
that any study of this nature is flawed because o f both outside contributing factors on
students' lives and the ever-changing life o f the student, Greenberg and Sandofsky (1992)
still understand the importance of such a study, which can at least begin to show what
effects Sudbury Valley School has had on its graduates (p.8-9).
The study consisted of a questionnaire that asked “for information in the work
engaged in by our former students after they left Sudbury Valley School, their further
formal education, and other information that might give insight into the way the
respondents conducted their lives” (Greenberg and Sandofsky, 1992, p. 11). O f the 188
students who responded to the questionnaire, 142 (87%) o f them pursued any post
secondary school, with 114 (70%) o f them attending a 4-year college (Greenberg &
Sandofsky, 1992, p. 242). If success o f a student can be measured by academic
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achievements post-secondary school, then these statistics are indicative o f Sudbury Valley
School's students' success. In addition, “all but three o f the forty-eight people who spent
five or more years at the school received diplomas” (Greenberg & Sandofsky, 1992, p.
248), marking a high graduation rate for Sudbury Valley School students. In reviewing
this data, along with the long list of careers that former students have pursued, Greenberg
and Sandofsky (1992) conclude that “former students at Sudbury Valley enjoy, at the very
least, the full range o f life choices available to every other group o f young people going
out into the world” (p. 250). This is just one study that Sudbury Valley School has
conducted on its graduates, though its results are clear—students who have attended
Sudbury Valley School function in the “real world,” attend college, and pursue careers,
despite their unconventional education. While this study does not explicitly address the
writing of Sudbury Valley School students, it does suggest that the school did produce
writers at least successful enough to pursue higher education.
There are current theories on the teaching o f writing that align with free school
philosophy, but these theorists never specifically mention free schools or the
implementation of an alternative pedagogy that might better accommodate their goals. In
“Ranking, Evaluating, and Liking: Sorting Out Three Forms o f Judgment,” Elbow (1993)
acknowledges the problems with ranking students with a holistic score and emphasizes
the need to evaluate students' work instead. Elbow (1993) suggests alternatives for this,
which include the use of portfolios, “evaluation-free zones” in which students' writing
would not be judged, and written evaluation; however, in his argument, he does not
address how this might take place in the current public school system, offering only small
suggestions that do not address the larger institutional problem. Similarly, in
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"‘Postmodernism, Palimpsest, and Portfolios: Theoretical Issues in the Representation of
Student Work,” Yancey (2004) argues for the use o f portfolios, stating “never more so
than when we ask students to represent their work and, thus o f course, their selves when
we ask them to compose portfolios” (p. 742). In this article, she stresses the need for
digital portfolios, engaging in a discussion on how technology affects the use of
portfolios. However, with frequent standardized testing monopolizing curriculum,
genuine individuality and expression in portfolios seems difficult to achieve. I do not
disagree with Yancey or Elbow, but I do question the ability to effectively implement the
strategies they suggest in public schools. Free school pedagogy offers an alternative
educational style that could better address their concerns.
The independent, student-centered learning at free schools seems conducive to
fostering high writing self-efficacy beliefs in students. Bandura (1977) first introduced
the social cognitive theory of self-efficacy. This theory indicates that students' confidence
levels “help determine the choices people make, the effort they put forth, the persistence
and perseverance they display in the face o f difficulties, and the degree o f anxiety or
serenity they experience as they engage the myriad tasks that comprise their life” (Usher
& Pajares, 2008, p.751), making self-efficacy beliefs an important factor when
determining the success of writers. At free schools, interest completely guides the
academic choices of the students, as they are able to decide their curriculum. Students
are free to decide what to write on and when to write, making writing a meaningful
activity with relevance to their life. The interest a student has in writing could also
influence their writing self-efficacy beliefs, or perceived writing ability, as evidenced in
studies where "low interest in writing coincided with considering writing boring and
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painful" (Hidi and Boscolo, 2006, p. 148). Because students in free schools pursue a
variety of subjects in school and design curriculum to teach courses themselves, it can be
inferred that students write as a result o f the interest they have in what they are learning.
Because free schools foster a highly independent learning community, students
must learn to self-regulate in order to complete writing assignments. Hidi and Boscolo
(2006) also found that "writing requires self-regulation" (p.150) and Pajares and Valiante
(2006) link self-efficacy to self-regulation when "students' perceived self-regulatory skills
predict the confidence with which they face academic tasks” (p.163), calling self-efficacy
and self-regulation "kissing cousins" (p. 167). In their review o f self-efficacy studies,
Pajares and Valiante (2006) explain that one way a teacher can improve students' sense of
writing efficacy "is to give students greater autonomy in the writing choices and goals
that form their instruction" (p.167). In pursuit of this autonomy, Pajares and Valiante
(2006) reference a study by Schunk (1995), explaining that "individualized structures that
lower the competitive orientation of a classroom and school are more likely than
traditional, competitive structures to increase self-efficacy and academic motivation" (as
cited in Pajares and Valiante, 2006, p.167). Schunk (1995) explicitly acknowledges the
failure of traditionally competitive public schools to increase a sense o f self-efficacy in
students. Free schools offer completely individualized, uncompetitive structures that
align with Schunk's (1995) ideai environment for writers.
The lack of grades in free schools, which rely instead on detailed, frequent
feedback from teachers, may positively impact self-efficacy beliefs. Providing writing
feedback, as opposed to a grade, has been shown to increase writers' self-efficacy beliefs.
Lipnevich and Smith (2008) researched the effects o f feedback, grades, and praise on
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student performance and self-efficacy beliefs. To examine this relationship, 464 students
were given a 500 word essay assignment in a psychology class that they were asked to
write in one session and revise in another. Before revisions, students were given some
combination of a grade, feedback, and/or praise on their first essay that was perceived to
come either from a computer or the instructor (Lipnevich & Smith, 2008). During this
process, students were asked to fill out surveys on their self-efficacy beliefs. Lipnevich
and Smith (2008) concluded that the “most pervasive and strongest finding o f the study is
that descriptive feedback specific to individual work is critical to improvement” (p. 31).
Students tended to value the instructor feedback more than the computer feedback, as the
“the highest performing group in the study was the one receiving detailed feedback
perceived to come from the instructor with no grade and no praise accompanying it”
(Lipnevich & Smith, 2008, p.31). This study suggests that free schools, where grades are
replaced by frequent teacher feedback, provide an ideal environment for increased
student performance in writing.
While many public schools provide both grades and written feedback, Lipnevich
and Smith (2008) observed that when grades and feedback were both given, students
performed lower than if no grade was given because a grade “reduces a sense o f selfefficacy and elicits negative affect around the assessment task” (p. 39). Lipnevich and
Smith (2008) found that “receiving a grade was also generally associated with lower selfefficacy” (p. 34) and grades were shown to have a negative impact on the final score of
the writing sample. While Lipnevich and Smith (2008) state in their conclusion that
“evaluative feedback in the form of grades may be helpful if no other options are
available and can beneficially be accompanied by some form o f encouragement” (p. 39),
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their findings seem to unequivocally link grades (sans praise) to lowered self-efficacy
beliefs. These findings suggest that students' perception o f mastery, which Usher and
Pajares (2008) credit as the largest influence on students' self-efficacy, may be impacted
by receiving a grade. Although grades may only be one factor that influence selfefficacy, Lipnevich and Smith's (2008) study calls into question the value o f grading
writing if it will negatively impact both students' performance and self-efficacy beliefs.
While public schools currently have no option other than often administering
standardized tests accompanied by frequent grading, this study suggests that this may be
negatively impacting both writing performance and writers' self-efficacy.

Methodology
I want to make it clear in this research that, first and foremost, I consider myself a
teacher. I taught for five years and, while I took a brief hiatus to obtain a Master's degree,
I plan on teaching again as soon as possible. I believe in the power o f teaching, in being
the best teacher I can be, and in doing whatever I can to improve my teaching. In
“Composition from the Teacher-Research Point o f View,” Ray (1992) writes that “the
teacher-research movement seeks to engage teachers in research and demystify and
democratize knowledge-making” (p. 174). This philosophy fits perfectly with the theory
of free schools, which relies heavily on democracy and engagement to foster community
and responsibility. While I am currently a graduate student—and thus removed from the
classroom environment—I still identify myself as a teacher. I feel strongly connected to
and passionate about my work, and I believe my connection to education makes me more
able to understand and engage in this research. Because I consider myself an educator, I
have a vested interest in the current policies that impact public schools. I hope this study
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will inspire other teachers to implement parts o f free school philosophy in their own
classroom and demystify the learning that takes place in free schools.
My previous teaching experience at Kino School affords me a unique insight into
these interviews. It also establishes me as a supporter o f the theories o f free schools—
and specifically a supporter o f Kino School, as I still consider myself a part o f their
community. However, I do not believe that these biases invalidate my research. As an
educator whose future career is dependent on the current trends in education, it is
important that my voice— and the voices o f my fellow teachers— are heard in this debate.
It is impossible to ignore the cries o f struggling teachers, whose livelihoods now depend
on a scripted curriculum that obfuscates individualized, democratic learning. Gallagher
and Turley (2012) urge educators to take action “in this age o f accountability” where
“teachers have been treated as targets o f assessment rather than agents o f it” (p. 3).
Teachers offer a unique, inside perspective on student achievement that should not be
ignored. By bringing my personal experience with an alternative form o f assessment into
the discussion, I hope to engender other teachers to reclaim agency in their classrooms.
With this said, I do not mean to imply that teachers (myself included) should hold
all the power in the classroom. In Pedagogy o f the Oppressed, Freire (1970/2005) states
that “in order for this struggle to have meaning, the oppressed must not, in seeking to
regain their humanity (which is a way to create it), become in turn oppressors o f the
oppressors, but rather restorers of the humanity o f both” (p. 44). As teachers, it is
imperative to liberate ourselves from the current mandates, standards, and pre-fixed
curriculum enforced by public schools, but in doing so, we must not lose sight o f the truly
oppressed: the students. Free school philosophy gives students control over their
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classrooms, allowing students and teachers to break out o f the role of
oppressor/oppressed. As a teacher researcher, I am attempting to restore agency to both
students and fellow teachers in a system that often does not engage either when deciding
upon new policies or standards.
Public schools should no longer be spaces in which teachers are powerless to
affect change. I draw from Porter, Sullivan, Blythe, Grabill, and Miles' (2000)
methodology o f institutional critique by calling for a reexamination o f the power
mechanics in public schools, which are highly invested in a hierarchical power structure.
Institutional critique is informed by Discipline and Punish: The Birth o f the Prison, in
which Foucault (1975/1977) examines the power relations o f the prison system, and in
turn, society. In this, he presents the carceral web that entangles citizens, ultimately
rendering us powerless to truly rebel or break free from institutions o f power. While
Foucault (1975/1977) presents a bleak cycle o f power without the possibility for change,
institutional critique uses Foucault's examination of power dynamics to critically probe
these supposedly unchangeable systems. Foucault (1975/1977) sees far-reaching
controlling forces in all social institutions, asking, “Is it surprising that prisons resemble
factories, schools, barracks, hospitals, which all resemble prisons?” (p.228). However,
free schools complicate Foucault's binary because they are not invested in maintaining
the power dynamics that public schools enforce. By educating the public about free
school philosophy and looking seriously into its effectiveness, I am challenging the
power structures in the dominant institution.
My research is what Porter et al. (2000) would call an “action plan” (p. 613). I
believe that “institutions, as unchangeable as they may seem (and, indeed, often are), do
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contain spaces for reflection, resistance, revision, and productive action” (Porter et al.,
2000, p. 613). I see the space for change in the current public school system, and I
believe that free school philosophy can help lead to the reflection and resistance that
Porter et al. (2000) describes. This research will hopefully result in further action,
creating a space where teachers can resist, react, and take control o f their classroom back
from the administration, and give it instead to their students. I believe that alternative
progressive schools, which are currently on the fringes o f education and not immersed in
the power struggles that affect public schools, can help inspire change in the public
school system. By illuminating the ways in which free schools already successfully
impact their students, this research can empower students and teachers to fight the current
trends in public schools and reclaim the classroom.

Ethics
I have approached this research unapologetically biased. I am not an impartial
third party, nor do I believe that any individual has the ability for complete impartiality.
All individuals have preconceived prejudices; in Truth and Method, Gadamer
(1960/1994) writes that “the horizon o f the present cannot be formed without the past” (p.
306). This research is formed from both my past and present, as are the studies o f all
researchers; complete impartiality in research must be decried as an unattainable farce.
Instead, I am approaching this study with an awareness that “involves neither 'neutrality'
with respect to content nor the extinction o f one's se lf’ (Gadamer, 1960/1994, p. 269). I
am not attempting to separate myself or my past experience from this research, as this
kind o f impartiality is impossible to truly achieve.
However, this does not mean that my results are predetermined. I want to try to
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be as open-minded as possible going into this study: “the important thing is to be aware
of one's own bias, so that the text can present itself in all its otherness and thus assert its
own truth against one's own fore-meanings” (Gadamer, 1960/1994, p. 269). While I
come into this study with a preconceived set o f ideas, I want to communicate with this
research and to learn something new from it. There were times that I had to confront the
failure of free schools while teaching, and these failures only caused me to examine
critically what I could do differently in the future. My main goal is the education of
students in the best ways possible. By embracing my biases in this research, I hope to
expand my educational horizon while also illuminating a new perspective on education
for others.
I realize in conducting this study, I will be working with former students. I
understand the difficulties that may arise when speaking with a former teacher who was
in a position of power; this is why I chose to ask a fellow graduate student, Rebecca
McGrath, to conduct these interviews for me. Rebecca is currently an English teacher at
a public high school, which enabled her to have a rapport with these former students. She
and I share similar concerns about the current educational policies, and these interviews
allowed her to have a better understanding o f free schools. I am hoping that the power
dynamics of free schools, which do not place teachers on a level o f power above students,
fostered honest communication in these interviews.
In order to conduct this study, I received IRB approval. All participants received
pseudonyms out of respect for their privacy (they are referred to as Lisa, David, and
Jane), although they may feel that their identity could be determined by their former
classmates and teachers regardless because of the personal information discussed in the
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interviews. All data is stored on a password-protected computer and recording device
that only I have access to. I tried to make the interviews as convenient for the
participants as possible. While there was no compensation for taking part in the study,
participants were encouraged to reflect on their education and development as writers,
which could be potentially beneficial to their writing self-identity. In addition, by
participating in this study, they will help inform others about alternative educational
models.
I also think it is important to recognize my ethos in this study. I am a middleclass, white woman who went to a public high school in the suburbs. I taught at Kino
School for five years and feel strongly about my time spent there. I did not attend a free
school, and I do not wish to exoticise or mysticize them with this study. I am advocating
for a serious discussion of their potential merits (or flaws). I want free schools to escape
from the margins of educational theory, to break out o f their stigmatization as “hippie”
schools where kids who “couldn't make it in a public school” go, and to be recognized as
a viable alternative to the current public school system or as a potential theory that can be
adopted in public school classrooms.

Research Questions
In this study, I hope to answer the following questions:
•

Does the free school philosophy positively impact students' self-efficacy beliefs?

•

What are free school graduates' self-efficacy beliefs in regards to their writing
before, during, and after their schooling?

•

What about the free school philosophy affects students' writing self-efficacy
beliefs?
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Methods
Because I wanted participants to have substantial experience at Kino School and
the ability to engage in a discussion about how this experience impacted their post
secondary school writing, I selected participants based on the following criteria: that they
attended Kino School for a minimum of three years, graduated from Kino School within
the past six years, and pursued some form o f higher education. I discussed this criteria
with the Director of the school, Mary Jane Cera, who helped me choose six participants
that fit this criteria. Because I have kept in contact with many graduates of Kino School
via social media, I had access to their email addresses. I sent a recruitment email to the
six selected graduates, three of whom agreed to participate in the study.
I scheduled these three interviews, which took place over the course o f a month.
Rebecca McGrath conducted these interviews via phone, recording them both on a
computer and on an external recording device. Each interview lasted roughly thirty
minutes, and one student was contacted via email for two short follow-up questions.
While I provided Rebecca with a list o f questions to ask (see Appendix), I encouraged
their conversations to be somewhat fluid; because free schools have a nontraditional
approach to learning, I want my methods to reflect the philosophy o f the school. In the
interviews, she asked these graduates about their experience with writing before Kino,
while attending Kino, and after graduation. Rebecca also asked specifically about a piece
of writing they produced while at Kino School. I transcribed these interviews and then
coded them based on themes that I saw emerge during the discussions: confidence,
creative writing, the revision process, and adaptability.
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Chapter 2: Kino School, The Graduates, and Self-Efficacy Beliefs
Kino School
These interviews were conducted at Kino School, which is a small, private K-12
school that embraces much of the free school philosophy outlined by Neill (1992). The
educational philosophy of Kino School is grounded in the belief that “each child is a
unique individual, with his or her own history, strengths, and needs,” and consequently,
that education should be centered around what is best for each individual child (Kino
School, 2014). Kino School, like Summerhill, believes that students are naturally curious
and will express a genuine interest in learning when given the freedom to choose what to
learn about. This belief in the autonomy and curiosity inherent to each individual child
forms the foundation for the school environment, which encourages student choice, selfregulation, individualized learning, and community building (Kino School, 2014).
Community is heavily emphasized within the school during homeroom, weekly
democratically run student meetings, and through the frequent interactions between older
and younger students, as well as outside the school during field trips.
Kino School encourages play, but it does place more o f an emphasis on academic
learning than Summerhill; while students maintain a high level o f control over their day,
primary students must attend a daily language arts meeting, junior high students must
take a math and language arts course, and high school students must enroll in a minimum
o f five projects or classes each year. In addition, beginning in junior high, students must
write two essays a year: a “looking back” essay, which asks students to reflect on some
aspect of their past, and a “looking forward” essay, which asks students to think about
some aspect of their future. In the current climate of testing, Kino School (2014) makes
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the bold claim that “the best measure of a student’s work is the student’s work” and,
consequently, that “learning is best assessed by teacher and student over time and in
relation to the student’s actual work.” Grades are not given to any students, regardless of
age; they are deemed an “overly simplistic” extrinsic reward that encourage competition
instead o f fostering community (Kino School, 2014).
Despite the lack of traditional or standardized assessment, students are continually
held accountable for their education and frequently assessed. Kino School (2014)
emphasizes personal assessment during homeroom, in which students meet in a mixed
age group twice a day to set goals for their education; during regular conferences with
homeroom teachers, in which teachers meet individually with students to discuss the
student's goals and progress; and through yearly written self-evaluations, in which high
school students document their performance in classes and projects. Teachers also assess
students' performance in a class or project with a written evaluation, which, along with
the written self-evaluations, form a student's transcript. In addition, homeroom teachers
have regular communication with parents to document student performance through
conference letters and three parent/student/teacher conferences that occur during each
school year.
In order to graduate from Kino School, high school students must have a
minimum of 20 class or project credits, a total o f 120 hours o f community service, and a
senior project, which is an independent project that students complete over the course of
their senior year. The only requirement for a student's senior project is that it be “doing
something substantial that is important to them” and that they present it to the school at
the end of the year (Kino School, 2014). Graduating classes are typically small, ranging
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anywhere between 1-15 students a year. Kino School is accredited, and its graduates
have gone on to pursue a wide range o f careers, with graduates being accepted by many
colleges across the country.

The Graduates
All three of the students interviewed attended Kino School for long periods of
time: Lisa attended Kino from the second grade through graduation; David started Kino
when it still housed a pre-kindergarten, left briefly for a year in kindergarten, and then
attended from first grade through graduation; and Jane attended Kino from the fourth
grade through graduation. Each had a different reason for attending Kino. While Lisa
described herself as “proficient in reading and writing” by the age o f six, she said she was
“horribly bored” with public school, and her parents, concerned that she was not “going
to develop intellectually” or receive enough individual attention, opted to send her to
Kino School. David explained that, because his mother attended Kino School and his
grandmother taught at Kino School, it was a natural starting point for him. He described
his brief stint away from Kino as being mainly for “money reasons,” but when asked why
he returned to Kino, he explained: “I just did not fit in well at a public school. It just
didn't click with me. I was very unhappy there. I got into a lot o f trouble as a little kid
there. And so eventually I ended up just coming back to Kino because it was just what
worked for me.” Both Lisa and David described their writing experience prior to Kino as
being mostly rote workbook activities and cursive practice. David described his year in
public school as “tedious” and focused on writing drills, handwriting, and copying,
calling them “ rudimentary writing skills,” and Lisa would complete workbooks at home
because her class wouldn't “do anything than the general “'practice your cursive.'” In
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contrast, Jane attended Kino School for purely circumstantial reasons, saying that she
liked the public schools she attended prior to Kino and that the writing activities in the
public schools were “a lot of fun.” She and her father relocated to Arizona after living in
Florida, and because he married a teacher at Kino School, she said she “just started going
there.”
At one point or another, I worked with all three o f these students during my time
at Kino School. While they were all motivated, dedicated students, they each had distinct
personalities and interests. Lisa was academically inclined and especially passionate
about history. David was focused on music, and he would often spend his days building
instruments, playing instruments, practicing in the choir, or studying music theory. Jane,
while also passionate and hardworking, had a different focus: performance art. She spent
much of her time practicing yoga, silks, gymnastics, and trapeze. I am presenting this
background to establish the three distinct personalities o f each o f these students; while
there is no doubt that each student was extremely motivated, they each expressed a
unique interest in a variety of disciplines.
Both David and Jane graduated from Kino School in 2013, and Lisa graduated in
2009. After graduation, each of these students pursued higher education. Lisa attended
Northern Arizona University and graduated with a degree in anthropology and indigenous
studies, with a minor in religious studies. She is currently in the second year o f graduate
school at Northern Arizona University, studying archeology. David is in his first year of
college and is currently attending the University o f Arizona and working as a luthier.
Jane is in her first year of college and is currently attending Naropa University, having
transferred there after spending her first semester at the University o f Arizona, and is
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working as a yoga instructor.

Self-Efficacy Beliefs
All three students describe an overall experience at Kino that left them confident
in their writing. Jane identified writing and reading as subjects she felt comfortable with
at a young age, stating, “I was always more confident about my writing and my reading
than I was about other aspects of my education/’ While she described her experience
with writing before Kino in a positive way, she did state that she “didn't really enjoy
writing” before she attended Kino— although she was quick to qualify this by stating,
“but I don't know if that's because I went to Kino, or because I was only 8 when I
switched, so maybe I didn't know if I enjoyed it yet.” She described a confidence in
writing that was established during her years at Kino (“once I got to high school I think I
was pretty confident with it”) that has stayed with her through college, expressing a love
for the writing-centered coursework at Naropa University.
Lisa also expressed confidence and interest in writing at a young age, which
increased during her time at Kino. When asked about how she felt about her writing at the
school she attended before Kino, she said, “I suppose I didn't do a whole lot o f writing...
you know, I was so young.” Despite this, she expressed a confidence and a desire to
move forward in reading and writing at a young age, calling herself “bookish.” She
identified her love of reading, saying “I was always someone who enjoyed literature... I
always found reading to be really fun.” She said this interest in literature influenced her
desire to write, saying, “Consequently, as I got older and I started writing my own stuff, it
kind of became the same way. I ended up being very excited to do projects and excited to
write papers.” Lisa identified the confidence she had in her writing as a “huge
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component” of her time at Kino. She credited this confidence as the reason why she was
so academically ambitious after graduation, saying, “I went right through academia... I
think part of that was because Kino gave me the confidence to do that. And so I never
thought that I couldn't do those things; it was just kind o f assumed that my writing would
pass the grade.” Throughout the interview, Lisa often expressed confidence in her ability
and established herself as a prolific, successful writer in academia.
David expressed his confidence with writing as something that progressed during
his time at Kino. Prior to junior high, he, like Lisa, said he didn't write much, making it
difficult to gauge a confidence level. When asked about his confidence levels pre-Kino,
he stated, “I was a little kid. I didn't write at all. But, I don't know really know how to
answer that question. I wasn't confident at all because I didn't write.” He never expressed
a lack of confidence when he was writing, but he did not express an affinity for writing or
reading at a young age like Lisa or Jane; it was something that he enjoyed more as he got
older. This could be because he described his experience with writing as being minimal
(“writing short things”) before junior high. He described his interest in writing as a slow
progression, saying, “I really never thought about it as a little kid; I just thought writing
was a thing high schoolers did and were frustrated with. And then in junior high it was
just sort of a chore. Into high school, I really started enjoying writing.” When asked about
how he feels about himself as a writer now, he responded, “I am very confident as a
writer,” and his success with college writing now seemed to affirm this confidence in his
ability.
The writing self-efficacy beliefs these three students expressed in their interviews
was clear; each articulated a confidence in their writing both during their time at Kino
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and in their post-secondary education. Writing was generally discussed in a positive way,
as something these three graduates enjoyed and felt comfortable doing. But what made
these students so confident? While this would be impossible to determine definitively, all
three students did identify similar components or effects o f their education that stood out
to them from their time at Kino: creative writing, the revision process, and adaptability.
Each of these students have varied interests and writing experiences, yet these three
themes were broached in each interview despite the fact that none o f the interview
questions prompted these specific topics. The writing self-efficacy beliefs expressed by
Lisa, David, and Jane align with the previously reviewed literature on self-efficacy: they
expressed an interest in writing, seeing it as an enjoyable practice (Hidi and Boscolo),
they regulated their writing goals and revisions (Pajares and Valiante; Schunk), and they
valued teacher feedback sans grades (Lipnevich and Smith). In the following sections, I
will present what each graduate said about these topics in the hope o f shedding light on
how their time at Kino could have fostered their strong writing self-efficacy beliefs. I
will also discuss how their responses communicate with theory and research in the field
of composition studies.

Chapter 3: Creative Writing, The Revision Process, and Adaptability
Creative Writing: The “Writing-Based Education” At Kino
Much of the writing that occurs at Kino is creative. While there were classes that
specifically focused on creative writing, it was by no means limited to these classes.
Creative writing was integrated across the curriculum, in personal essays (the looking
back/looking forward essays), in independent projects, and in a variety o f subjects—
making not only creative writing, but writing, central to the education o f Kino students.
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While this is not intended to be insidious, Jane did humorously refer to it as a “sneaky”
way to teach writing, cleverly calling the pedagogy at Kino “writing-based education.”
This practice reflects the call for writing across the curriculum (WAC) in Writing Studies.
In “Writing as a Mode of Learning,” Emig (1977) identified writing as a “unique mode of
learning” and aligned successful learning strategies with many attributes o f the writing
process (p.127-28). This established the theory o f constructivism that helped fuel the
push for WAC. For these graduates, writing frequently occurred across the curriculum at
Kino, most often in the form of self-reflection or creative writing. It is not surprising,
then, that all three graduates chose to speak about creative writing in their interviews. In
fact, they all identified creative writing as either the writing they felt the strongest in or
the writing they most enjoyed at Kino. (The flip o f this question, which asked them to
identify what type of writing they disliked or struggled with the most, was uniformly
answered as ML A formatting and/or research papers they encountered in college.) All
three students independently chose to discuss how creative writing impacted them during
their time at Kino.
While Lisa briefly mentions in her interview an AP literature course she designed
with a teacher at Kino and history courses that helped her learn to write research papers,
her main focus for most of the questions about her writing at Kino was on creative
writing. Throughout the interview, she discussed the many creative writing projects and
courses she engaged in while at Kino: creative writing classes, poetry classes, writing
workshops, writing retreats, and her senior project. When asked to choose a specific
writing project to talk more about, Lisa chose her senior project, calling it “the
culmination of everything.” While I was her advisor for this project, she only briefly
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mentioned me in the interview, as my role in this project was minimal— it was almost
entirely designed by Lisa. She describes this project in-depth:
I wrote six poems to go with fourteen photographs, and then, as far as the
photographs, I had historic photographs and then photos that I took myself
because I was really into photography as well. And the project basically focused
on Apache native peoples in Arizona, so I looked at socioeconomic factors,
religious factors, poverty certainly was a big part o f it, and history o f course...
those were my topics for my poems, and I went out and took photos, kind o f got
an experience on the res [reservation]... I ended up just writing basically about my
perspective on indigenous culture on the Apache reservations and how in Arizona
it's treated, how national perceptions o f native peoples has changed in the past
couple hundred years.
Because Lisa had complete control over her senior project, she was able to fuse her
passion for history and creative writing and set the goals for her project. While this
project involved historical research, Lisa emphasized the painstaking process o f writing
the poetry for it, which involved conscious decisions about word choice, form, and style.
It was clear in the interview that she was proud o f this project, which still hangs at her
father's house. She emphasized in the interview the hard-work, dedication, and thought
she put into finding her “voice” in her creative writing and perfecting the pieces she
wrote, even recalling a poetry contest I urged her to enter, which she won. However, she
said she no longer does much creative writing in college— not only did academia “not
promote creative writing,” but she also felt that “creative writing had lost a lot o f its
appeal,” going so far as to call it “trite” and “emotional crap.” This shift is interesting
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because, while it seems clear that Lisa has outgrown her love for creative writing, it
nonetheless was something that she took pride in and that it helped to build on a passion
for history, specifically indigenous tribes, which forms a large component o f her future
academic career. Furthermore, it seemed to establish in Lisa a passion for writing at a
young age that continued through college and graduate school, despite most o f her
college writing sharply deviating from these creative pieces.
Unlike Lisa, David did not discuss a specific piece o f creative writing in-depth,
but instead emphasized how much he enjoyed the creativity that was inherent in much o f
the writing he did at Kino. While he said he liked writing essays if they were on topics
he enjoyed, he identified creative writing as both the writing he did the best in and
enjoyed the most. Before high school, he said he would draw, but with writing he found
“the process of creating without having to use my hands,” calling it “something more
mentally creative.” He mentioned the first “looking back” essay he had to write, but
much of the other writing he talked about specifically in the interview were essays for
more traditional English courses that had creative elements to them. For instance, he
spoke about a class called “The Book was Better” that he took in junior high as one o f the
first times he had to do “actual writing” and write a “real essay.” The class would read a
book, watch a movie adaptation of the book, and compare the two— they “usually
decided the book was better.” David also spoke about a class called “Short Stories,” for
which he had to write responses to short stories, although he does add that there were
“also creative writing assignments.” Ultimately, David was able to see the creative
components of the writing assignments for these courses, which seemed to help him
enjoy and succeed in a variety of writing genres. When asked what type o f assignments
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he typically completes in college now, he answered: “Essays with some research and
some creative elements to them. So, I just finished doing a rhetorical analysis essay o f a
magazine cover where you didn't just work and write down and summarize—you actually
had to analyze more and get more into how this magazine was trying to prove its point
instead o f just what its point was.” This was a unique way to describe a standard
argumentative essay that highlights its creative elements, and David emphasized that he
felt “very confident” with this style o f writing. David's interest in creative writing has
enabled him to see how most writing can be “creative,” which ultimately has helped him
enjoy and excel in his college writing.
Jane also singled out creative writing, saying that she liked writing poems and
short stories the most and that personal essays were the type o f writing she did the best in.
While at Kino, she took a creative writing course for three years in addition to other
English classes. When asked to discuss a specific project or class at Kino, she chose a
poetry book she made for one of the creative writing classes. Although she didn't go into
much depth about the project itself (she focused instead on the process o f revising it), it
was still clear that she valued her writing from these classes, saying, “I still have all of
the writing that I did for creative writing. All four years.” She also discussed looking
back/looking forward essays, class evaluations, and even a ten page graphic novel on
Alexander the Great she made for a history class, saying that Kino frequently was
“sneaking in little writing exercises” that turned out to be both “useful” and “helpful.”
While she wrote poetry often in high school, Jane said, “I find that I don’t really sit down
and write poetry as much as I did when I was in high school.” But Jane still writes
creatively in her personal life, saying, “I found that since I started college, I do more free
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writing than I’ve ever done, just to get down any emotion that I’m feeling—just to get it
out” in response to a question asking her to identify how she feels as a writer now. She
also discussed the many writing assignments she receives in college now, most o f which
are more formal academic papers. While most o f the assignments she now has to
complete are not creative, she was happy to attend a school that focused more on writing
(she expressed disappointment in the lack o f writing at the University o f Arizona),
saying, “I feel really prepared and I just love it so much, because it's similar to what Kino
had for me.” Like David, Jane's positive experience with creative writing at Kino School
enabled her to enjoy college writing, even when it was not explicitly creative.

Discussion.
The curriculum at Kino encouraged students to “write to learn,” a key component
of WAC. This established writing as a process through which students “recognize that
meaning making is not simply a cold process o f memorizing and reciting, but rather is
one imbued with and reliant upon imagination” (Beghetto and Kaufman, 2009, p. 303).
The “sneaky” writing that occurs at Kino serves as a tool for learning that encourages
critical thinking, self-reflection, and discovery. These graduates identified the many
disciplines in which they were able to engage their imagination while learning a new
skill, which they ultimately called “creative writing.” This practice aligns with Beghetto
and Kaufman's (2009) proposal that creative and academic writing not be seen as two
paths, but rather as an “intellectual estuary” “in which multiple streams o f creative and
academic interpretations come together and thrive” (p. 318). While Kino School did not
teach students to “write in the disciplines,” it did encourage creative “writing to learn”
assignments across the curriculum.
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The writing assignments these students chose to discuss were primarily creative.
While some of their writing was explicitly reflective— such as the looking back/looking
forward essays, which align more with “writing to learn” assignments— other projects
were more inventive, such as Lisa's senior project and Jane's Alexander the Great graphic
novel. Recently, creative writing has received much attention in the field o f composition
studies. Hesse (2010) suggests “that composition studies unilaterally explore the place of
creative writing— o f creative composing—in teaching, in scholarship, and in our
expanded sense o f ourselves as text makers” (p. 50). This call for the exploration of
creative writing in composition studies coincides with a lament for the loss o f innovation
in society by business leaders. Tumipseed (2013), the president o f LEGO Education
North America, blames the lack of creativity in the classroom for the diminished interest
in STEM careers, stating that “rather than teaching our children to memorize and recite
facts, we need to make sure they are engaged in creative problem solving, as this has a
direct link to an increase in creative learning.” Even the Obama administration has
responded to the need for creativity in the classroom; the President's Committee on the
Arts and the Humanities (PCAH) released a report stressing the need for creativity and
Arts integration across different disciplines. The PCAH (2011) states that their goal is “is
to support a climate in American schools where all students are engaged, where they
come to school and to class eager to learn, where they speak and write and solve
problems with self-confidence and discipline, and where their innate gifts o f creativity
and innovation are nurtured and encouraged” (p. 55). Kino School's creative approach to
writing across the curriculum is currently en vogue with both popular culture and Writing
Studies. While creative writing is a component o f most students' education, it seemed to
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be the primary form of writing these graduates completed while at Kino. Because Kino
does not have to adhere to the Common Core or other mandated standards, these students
were able to incorporate creativity across the curriculum and have a high level o f control
over their creative writing projects.

The Revision Process: Collaboration and Community
When discussing their writing processes, the three Kino graduates emphasized
the collaborative nature of writing at Kino, choosing to speak mostly about peer review,
classroom workshops, and constructive teacher feedback. The idea o f writing as a
collaboration is nothing new to the field o f composition studies; in “Why Write...
Together?” Lunsford and Ede (1983) broached co-authorship and discussed the
collaborative elements of writing, challenging the “lonely writer” archetype that
prevailed in academia. This led to a theoretical push for collaborative writing techniques,
such as peer review, workshops, and teacher feedback, in the writing classroom. These
students may have viewed their experience with collaborative writing as being more
influential or successful as a result o f the unstructured, community-orientated
environment at Kino School, which lends itself to the idea o f writing as a collaboration.
When describing their development as writers, the three graduates stressed the
importance o f the teacher feedback and peer feedback in their revision process, which
allowed them to reflect and improve on their own writing. The graduates' experiences
with teacher feedback at Kino, which was constructive, specific, and meaningful, is
congruent with the established theories on teacher feedback in the field o f Writing
Studies. Sommers (1982) warns that teachers too often can appropriate students writing
by not responding to the ideas in the text or responding in a general, meaningless way.
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This leads students to believe that there are “rules for composing,” such as the fiveparagraph essay, instead of providing strategies to help improve students ideas (Sommers,
1982, p. 153-154). These graduates, who were never told their writing was “wrong,”
emphasized the impact that constructive criticism from both teachers and peers had on
their writing process.
When asked to speak about a specific project or class, Jane chose a poetry book
she compiled for a creative writing class I taught, but spoke more about the process of
revising it than the project itself. She explained the critique days that would occur every
other week in the class:
I think was really helpful because different people get different things out o f
poetry. And so I think that was really helpful to me. We would come into class
with a piece or two of our writing, and we would have copies for everybody and
then we would read it to the class, and they would write on the copies and then
send them back to you, and I always found that really helpful.
This exercise, which allowed Jane to receive constructive feedback as well as learn how
to provide feedback to her peers, clearly stood out as being especially helpful to her
writing. While I would also provide feedback in these classes, Jane spoke only about the
value of the peer review, highlighting the importance o f peer feedback in the revision
process.
Jane also discussed the “looking back” and “looking forward” essays, which are
completed every year from junior high through high school. She described how her
feelings towards these essays changed during her time at Kino, saying:
I remember being in sixth grade and freaking out and not knowing what to write
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or how to write an essay correctly. But then, after having to write two o f those,
just having to write two essays every year was so helpful... whether you liked
writing or not, you had to write those. And you can literally track your
improvement year to year as you write them.
Jane notes that these were some of the only mandatory writing assignments at Kino,
viewing them as a cumulative portfolio o f her writing in which she could see how her
writing skills had developed. Her feelings towards them also reflected her growing
confidence in writing; having to write these two essays yearly helped her establish a
comfort with writing that, at first, seemed daunting.
The themes of revision and reflection were predominately what Lisa discussed in
her interview, echoing (in greater detail) a similar experience to Jane. She mentions the
informal teacher/student relationships that result in writing collaboration instead of
formal instruction, which created an environment that was “very open, very
understanding of the growth involved in the writing process.” She also highlighted the
peer reviews that took place in the same creative writing classes that Jane discussed,
saying, “You know all of these things were done in classes o f less than 10 probably, so,
you've known these kids for years and years and years, and then, you are able to talk to
them very comfortably and in a very constructive way.” She calls this collaboration “the
best thing about Kino” and is grateful to Kino “for making me understand that
collaborating with people is probably the best thing that you can possibly do for your
writing. Because no matter how many times you read it, there is going to be that sentence
that makes sense to you but to nobody else.” Student and peer feedback had a large
impact on her development as a writer, enabling her to accept criticism on her writing at a
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young age.
When discussing the poetry for her senior project, Lisa talked at length about how
important this type of feedback from her teachers and peers was to her writing process.
She calls it a “reflexive process” and details how much thought and time she put into
every word o f her poems:
I used a lot of parables, word play, and a lot o f metaphors, all o f that were things
that Vanessa certainly—and not just Vanessa, but other peers, and other teachers at
school—helped my editing, especially in understanding word choice and the
connotations o f certain words, because if I’m going to have six poems that really
are supposed to exemplify a point, and each poem has a main point to it, then I
needed to be really careful in my word choice.
She described a similar process for other projects she completed at Kino; for instance,
she described showing magazines she wrote at junior high to others to help her “cut out
the dead wood” and enable to her to reflect on the quality and substance o f her writing.
Peer review and teacher feedback seemed to cause Lisa to reflect on her writing and
carefully examine the choices she made in her writing to help improve it.
As a result of these experiences, Lisa believes she is now able to better handle
criticism and reflect on her writing in graduate school. She described an experience last
semester with a professor that gave out “F negative infinity” to every student on their
first assignment. While she said that she, like her peers, was “horrified” at first, she
made the best o f this “hard process”: “It was very encouraged at Kino to discuss things
with your peers and teachers, and get that criticism and improve from it. So I think that's
why getting things like an 'F negative infinity'—yes, that's very scary, but it's also meant
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to make me a better writer. So that will help me in the long run.” She was not deterred by
this harsh feedback, but instead saw it as constructive, and consequently continued to
improve her writing in this course. Because she also teaches classes at Northern Arizona
University now, she has utilized constructive criticism in her classes to help improve her
students' writing. She emphasized the importance o f “ being able to critique other
people and be nice about it” and said that she always tries to build confidence in her
student writers: “I'm not going to say, 'God, your writing sucks.' It might suck, you
know? But I’m never going to say that. I'm going to be very understanding and
supportive of them growing as a writer.” Lisa transferred her experience with teacher
feedback and peer review at Kino to both her college writing and college teaching
experience, seeing it as something that bolstered her confidence and, consequently,
something that could help bolster the confidence o f her students.
David described teacher feedback as being formative and building his confidence
in writing, but did not mention peer feedback in his interview. He described his struggle
with the revision process, saying, “The process o f revision was always very difficult for
me. I never really—well, I eventually learned— but it was very troublesome to see
something I had written and find problems in it. I would just sort o f read past the
problems... That was something I struggled with for a couple years but I’m fairly
confident with it now.” While he encountered these challenges when revising,
constructive feedback seemed to play a role in building his confidence with revision. He
discussed the feedback he received for his first looking back essay as crucial to his
confidence as a beginning writer:
The first major essay I had to write, which in hindsight wasn't very major at all
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but at the time was a big deal, I was just into junior high, and it was a looking
backwards essay trying to look at events in my life and reflect on it. And I just
kind of slogged through it at the time. I didn't bring much to it and I didn't do
much reflection. And I just got an entirely positive response. I mean, obviously
not just everything was perfect— and I was told what I could improve on and
shown various ways I could have done well, and I think that experience—real
constructive criticism and not just “be better”—I think that really helped me a lot
in my writing.
He also mentioned that the feedback on the writing for his “Short Stories” class was
especially helpful, saying that the teacher “really pushed me on my writing and I really
feel a lot better because of that class.” These experiences caused David to become more
comfortable with revising his work and helped bolster his confidence in his writing
abilities. When asked how Kino has affected his college writing and how he feels now as
a writer, he said that he feels his experiences at Kino have influenced him “entirely
positively” and described his writing in college as having received “entirely good
feedback,” saying he is “decent at revision” and that his rough drafts “tend to be less
rough than other peoples'.” He credits his experiences at Kino as helping him improve
his revision while also using the current feedback from his courses to continue to build
his writing self-efficacy beliefs. Constructive feedback and positive feedback appear to
be an important part of David's writing education.

Discussion.
All three students discussed the importance o f the community to their revision
process. While “writing to learn” was initially centered on the individual, it has since
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evolved to also “recognize that meaning making is mediated by skilled others (e.g.,
teachers, parents, more advanced peers) and sociocultural tools (e.g.,books, the Internet,
language, symbol systems)” (Beghetto and Kaufman, 2009, p. 303). In line with this
theory, when Lisa, David, and Jane discussed their development as writers, they
emphasized the role of their teachers and peers in their writing process. Because Kino
School substituted written assessment in place o f grades, students often received detailed
feedback on writing; these students clearly state the effect this feedback had on their
writing and confidence levels. The impact o f peer and teacher feedback on self-efficacy
beliefs is discussed in a study conducted by Pajares, Johnson, and Usher (2007), whose
findings suggest that “the messages these students receive from adults and peers receive
about their writing are directly related to the degree o f confidence students feel towards
themselves as writers” (p. 116). Pajares, Johnson, and Usher (2007) fret that the
“lockstep curriculum” that high school teachers must adhere to leaves little room for
“flexibility and interpersonal attention,” leaving students “too often uninvolved in their
own learning, and thus may have little reason to modify the beliefs they hold about their
capabilities” (p. 116). However, the instruction at Kino School, which does not adhere to
the inflexible curriculum forced upon public high schools, allowed for frequent, direct
assessment from both peers and teachers.
There have been many discussions in composition studies on how to successfully
implement collaborative writing in the classroom. Bruffee (1984) argued that
collaborative learning can provide a context in which students form “a community of
knowledgeable peers,” which fosters meaningful conversation that can help students
grasp writing conventions (p. 644-645). While there have been many techniques
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suggested to implement collaborative writing, theorists soon realized that a superficial use
of peer review or writing workshops may not be effective at fostering community.
Reither and Vipond (1989) argued that “because these strategies have ordinarily been
introduced into classrooms as overlays on courses still otherwise governed by traditional
preoccupations, they have not been persuasively successful” (p. 855). Reither and
Vipond (1989) advocated for a curriculum that places more value on community and
student contribution, with courses centered around the idea o f student workshops and
knowledge-making. While this article was written almost thirty years ago, this kind of
classroom reform still remains difficult to achieve in public schools. In contrast, Kino
School's entire pedagogy is centered on these ideas, making peer review, writing
workshops, and teacher feedback small components in an overarching emphasis of
community learning.
Ultimately, all three students seemed able to use teacher and peer feedback
constructively and saw it as instrumental in establishing their skill and confidence level
with their writing. In a discussion o f best practices when teaching creative writing, Green
(2004) states that “in a truly creative classroom pupils and teachers alike will push at the
boundaries of a class's and then individual’s achievement” (p. 53). While Green (2004)
stresses that teachers must provide formative assessment to help develop students'
creative writing, he warns that “the imposition o f too rigid a framework is ultimately
stifling,” advocating instead for an environment in which students “become involved in
the active review of their own work” (p. 53). This balance between teacher involvement
and student ownership of writing is difficult to achieve in the highly structured public
school system, but the graduates from Kino seem to describe an environment that has
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successfully achieved the appropriate level o f teacher intervention.
The teacher feedback given to both Lisa and David was described as specific, as a
conversation instead of a prescription, and as being concerned with these students' ideas
and objectives. Johnston (2012) states that “giving feedback doesn’t necessarily mean
telling students what’s good or bad,” but instead can empower the writer to examine their
writing critically (p. 65). David's description of his feedback on his looking back essay
bears a striking resemblance to Johnston's (2012) advice, as he points out that his
feedback on this essay wasn't simply positive or negative, but rather constructive and
specific to his writing. Usher and Pajaraes (2008) note the importance o f verbal and
social feedback in the development o f their self-efficacy beliefs, stating that “supportive
messages can serve to bolster a student's effort and self-confidence, particularly when
accompanied by conditions and instruction that help bring about success” (p. 754). These
graduates described feedback that affirmed and built upon their writing, linking their
confidence levels and comfort with writing to the feedback they received on their writing
both at Kino and in college.
Lisa and Jane highlight the importance o f peer review and peer feedback to their
writing process, emphasizing the collaborative environment at Kino. Their experiences
with peer revision aligns with common practices in the teaching o f writing. James (1981)
argued for the use of peer review, stating that “during well-run evaluation sessions,
writers see the effect o f their work, sense the effect it could have made, and experience
what it's like to be in a writer audience relationship” (p. 49). This experience allows
writers to see that their work does not exist in a vacuum, providing them with a real
audience and purpose to writing. Both Lisa and Jane relied on peer feedback to give
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them a sense of audience and to determine whether or not their writing was effective.
Additionally, this feedback made Lisa and Jane more aware o f their own writing
processes. Topping (2009) reviews the effectiveness and benefits o f peer review, which
can “increase reflection and generalization to new situations, promoting self-assessment
and greater metacognitive self-awareness” (p. 29). Cho and MacArthur (2011) also
suggest with their research that, by conducting peer review, students may improve their
own writing. Lisa and Jane's confidence and comfort with writing could be attributed to
their focus on peer review, which has allowed them to become more reflective o f their
own writing.
David and Jane's experience with the looking back/looking forward essays
highlights Kino's use of portfolios, a technique that has become popular in the writing
classroom. When discussing the use o f portfolios in the classroom, Murphy (1997) states
that it must be a “collaborative venture” with the teacher shifting from the role of
“examine” to “co-researcher,” but points out that this is only possible “in an educational
climate in which teachers are personally and professionally empowered” (p. 87).
Murphy's (1997) claim that “curriculum frameworks and assessment systems need to be
flexible enough to allow room for diverse forms o f expression” (p. 88) is realized in the
Kino community, which supports and empowers both its teachers and students. The
“portfolio” of looking back and looking forward essays that Jane and David describe
were never graded, and the constructive criticism they received established their
confidence while encouraging them to evaluate and reflect on their own writing. Huot
(2002) discusses the potential of portfolios to encourage student evaluation o f their own
work, stating:
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Ungraded but responded-to writing in a portfolio directs the articulation of
judgment toward the evolving written product rather than toward the student
writer, giving students an opportunity to explore, experiment, and compose across
a body of work without receiving a summative evaluation o f their efforts, (p. 173)
The portfolios that these graduates completed— whether they be poetry books, senior
projects, or looking back/looking forward essays—never received a final grade, but did
receive frequent feedback, encouraging these students to experiment with their writing.
While these are not the digital portfolios that Yancey (2004) ultimately pushes for, they
do illustrate her claim that “print portfolios, by virtue o f the medium, ask students to
engage in processes leading to knowledge and processes associated with reflective
thinking” (p. 749). These portfolios are even more meaningful because they exist, not
only for one class, but, in the case o f looking back/looking forward essays, over the
course o f many years. They reflect changes in writing as well as changes in maturity and
individual development, and for Jane, they represented physical proof o f her progress as
a writer.
Because students at Kino do not receive grades, it is often assumed that they only
receive praise and encouragement; however, the experiences these graduates articulated
indicate that students at Kino often receive formative assessment that challenges them to
improve their writing without dictating a “correct” way to write. Because the teacher
feedback was not accompanied by grades, it may have been more influential:
“Regardless of the nature and quality o f feedback, students often simply comply with
what they perceive their teacher wants them to do in order to obtain a good grade, even
though the teacher's suggestions may not help them improve their writing” (Beach and
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Fiedrich, 2006, p. 226). These students, however, never developed this “just tell me what
to do” attitude, and as a result, did not approach teacher feedback as an unquestionable
command. Even when Lisa did receive a poor grade later in life, she seemed to view it as
constructive rather than damning. Her early experiences with writing reinforced in her
the idea of feedback as formative, which could be why she was able to view the potential
for reflection and revision when receiving this negative feedback from a professor—
instead of thinking she had done the assignment “wrong.”

Adaptability: Transitioning to College Writing
Adaptability to a new environment is crucial for a Kino School graduate entering
college. All three of these graduates describe an experience in which they adapted to
their post-secondary environments and successfully established themselves as college
writers. However, each of these students acknowledged that coming from an alternative
school did present some challenges for them in their college writing. Based on the results
thus far, it should come as no surprise that one component o f writing that Kino did not
highlight was the standard academic essay often taught in high school, such as the five
paragraph essay. Despite this, these three students seemed undaunted by their college
assignments and comfortable adjusting to a new style o f writing. Their self-efficacy
belief were reaffirmed; Usher and Pajares (2008) explain that “self-efficacy beliefs are
most likely to change during skill development, when individuals are faced with novel
tasks” (p. 752). When entering college, Lisa, David, and Jane were faced with new
writing challenges that they had to overcome, which reaffirmed their perception o f task
mastery and consequently, their self-efficacy beliefs. Their experiences with writing at
Kino established writing as enjoyable and they seemed able to transfer this enjoyment to
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most o f their college writing assignments.
David's ability to see his college papers as having creative elements seemed to
make the transition to college writing easy for him. While he did mention disliking
research papers, he described the transition from high school to college as relatively easy,
saying “I wasn't really sure of my skills when I came out o f Kino because I wasn't used to
non-alternative education writing styles. So I was very unsure o f whether or not my
writing would be accepted in college. But as o f yet, I have never gotten anything below
an 'A' on a writing assignment, so I’m very confident.” He discussed the problems he
encountered when writing for courses dismissively and as easily addressed, saying in
passing, “There haven't really been really any major problems, other than just learning a
little bit about MLA and new systems.” He didn't elaborate on this, instead emphasizing
his success in college writing. Thus far, David's experience in college implies he was
easily able to adapt, which in turn affirmed his confidence in his writing.
Lisa specifically mentioned adaptability in her interview and credited her
experience interacting with a diverse population at Kino for her ability to adapt to
college, saying, “I do think the ability to adapt to new situations was certainly not
something that I would have been as good at or even necessarily possessed if I hadn't had
gone to Kino.” While she acknowledged that Kino School did not explicitly prepare her
to write more formal academic papers, she explained that this did not pose a problem for
her in college: “Despite the fact that I may not have had the specific skills that graduate
school or writing outside of school maybe needed, I was able to learn those and apply
them quite easily.” She emphasized that Kino did not pigeonhole her into one type of
writing, but instead fostered a love o f all writing that allowed her to excel in a variety of
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genres:
I think I really enjoyed learning different types o f writing because at Kino I didn't
do just one type of writing, and so I wasn't stuck so like— I need to write
creatively, I need to write more academically, or whatever. I may not have had the
right skills, but I developed those, so eventually it became— yeah, I can write a
research paper, but I can also write a lab report, and I can write creative writing, I
can write analysis, all those things are fun.
She mentioned how this adaptability served her when she had to take her first timed inclass essay test in college, as she had minimal test-taking experience in high school.
While she said she was “terrified” when taking her first college essay test, she was
relieved to find “the point was the content for them” and, as a result, they weren't “that
terrible,” saying “it actually became pretty easy for me.” Because Lisa already enjoyed
writing and felt confident in her writing, she said she “never dreaded the task o f writing
an essay because, for one, I knew that I would probably be good at it.” These experiences
not only highlight the flexibility of writing across multiple genres, but also how important
finding writing enjoyable is when adapting to new writing situations. Lisa was able to
view new styles of writing as welcome challenges instead o f daunting chores.
O f all three students, Jane seemed the most distressed by not having been taught
MLA formatting in high school—potentially because it was a problem she was currently
grappling with in college. When asked how she feels about her writing now, she said,
“I'm still confident with my writing... But I had no idea how to like, set up MLA or any
citing things, I have no clue at all.” It is interesting to note that she takes responsibility
for not having learned this herself at Kino School, saying, “This is totally my fault, and
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not like on the teachers at all, because I’m sure that somebody tried to teach me this at
some point.” This highlights the ownership that Kino students have over their education;
Jane, although regretful that she did not learn ML A formatting earlier, is taking steps on
her own to learn it now (she and Rebecca share a brief side conversation about Purdue
Owl). This struggle seems to have little impact on Jane's overall enjoyment o f writing in
college. In fact, her major complaints from her first semester at the University o f Arizona
were that there was too little writing as opposed to too much, saying she was “shocked at
how little writing we had to do.” Despite it being her first semester o f college, she
explained that she was not worried about writing essays:
I'm not usually stressed about writing, like I don't think it's a big thing. I went to
the University of Arizona last semester, and everybody would be freaking out if
there was an essay or something, but I don't know, writing to me is not a big deal
since I enjoy it, so I don't have an issue with having to write a paper a week. It's
not a problem for me.
Like Lisa, Jane's enjoyment allows her to easily adapt to college writing assignments,
even when it presents a new challenge (like learning MLA). Jane's struggles do not
overshadow her love for writing, and she is happy to now be attending a college that
places a larger emphasis on writing.

Discussion.
These graduates' experience with “writing to learn” at Kino positively impacted
their ability to write for different disciplines in college, which developed despite not
having explicit instruction in genre writing. Although the graduates described most of
their college writing as being more formal, they seemed to enjoy it and highlighted the
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creative elements that are involved in academic writing. McVey (2008) makes a claim
that is strikingly similar to what these graduates asserted about their college writing: “that
any writing, from the published instructions for using a power drill to the most esoteric
literary poetry, uses the raw materials o f language, experience, knowledge, textual
sources and the author’s own ideas and imaginings to bring something into existence that
did not exist before” and should be considered “creative writing” (p. 289). McVey (2008)
underscores that courses should foster both a love o f reading and writing, arguing for
“writing as pleasure and process, not just a means to an end” (p. 293). McVey's (2008)
argument reinforces the potential for seeing all writing as a creative process, offering a
theory as to why Lisa, David, and Jane's enjoyment o f creative writing allowed them to
adapt to college writing and to succeed in academic writing that was not explicitly
creative. Antoniou and Moriarty (2008) echo this approach to writing, declaring that “the
customary division of ‘the academic’ and ‘the creative’ is an erroneous one, based on a
particular epistemological position rather than on any ‘real’ difference, hierarchy or
opposition between the two modes” (p. 159). Antoniou and Moriarty (2008) argue for a
“holistic” approach to teaching writing since “writing, o f whatever genre, involves all
aspects of the self: intellectual, physical, emotional and spiritual” (p. 159). The large
amount of self-reflective writing and the support these graduates received on their writing
at Kino embody this “holistic” approach to teaching writing. Kino School did not view
academic writing as an elite intellectual practice that was more valuable than emotionally
formative creative writing, and as a result, Lisa, David, and Jane were able to embrace the
creative in the academic, ultimately becoming more well-rounded, adaptable writers.
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Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Study
All three graduates from Kino School expressed strong writing self-efficacy
beliefs, which they attributed to their experience at Kino. Although they never engaged
in five-paragraph essay writing drills, prepared for any standardized tests, or memorized
any grammar rules, they still easily adapted to college writing. Perhaps because their
education lacked these experiences, Kino graduates did not have negative associations
with writing, and instead focused on the expressive and creative elements in their college
assignments. Interestingly, it seemed that much o f what these graduates articulated about
their writing experiences at Kino aligned with well-established theory and research in
Writing Studies. Kino School's use o f creative writing, writing across the curriculum,
teacher feedback, peer revision, and collaboration established writing as enjoyable for
these graduates, which resulted in positive associations with writing into college. I was
surprised by the emphasis these students placed on peer revision and teacher feedback,
since it was never something I gave much conscious thought to while teaching at Kino.
This feedback was an organic part o f daily activity, but I never felt that instruction
explicitly emphasized it. Nonetheless, these graduates felt that it had a large impact on
their development as writers, highlighting the value they placed on the community at
Kino. Unfettered by the rules and regulations forced upon public schools, Kino was able
to successfully employ best practices when teaching writing in an organic way.
But what does this mean for public school teachers, who are unable to simply
ignore standardized testing and Common Core? Hopefully, the ways in which these
graduates were able to take control o f their education can illuminate for public school
teachers the benefits of empowering students, and the emphasis these graduates placed on
the community at Kino can inspire teachers to create a school environment that embraces
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creativity and writing across the curriculum in a meaningful way. These interviews
reveal that this approach to education was effective because it did not only exist
superficially in the writing classroom, but instead was reinforced throughout the entire
Kino community.
With that said, it is important to acknowledge the limitations o f this research.
This is a small, qualitative study that was by no means conclusive. I do not mean to
generalize these three students' experience to be the experience o f all students in free
schools, or even the experience of all students at Kino— surely, there are some students
who did not have such a positive experience with writing. Additionally, these students
were bright, educated, and motivated, and it is impossible to determine whether or not
they would have achieved similar levels of success at public schools. Future research
could examine the effects of alternative education on the writing o f diverse populations,
English language learners, students with special needs— or just have a larger sample size
from numerous free schools across the country. A longitudinal study observing students'
writing at free schools could look more deeply into the writing instruction that occurs
there. The students interviewed attended a free school for most o f their lives, but
studying students who transferred to alternative schools from public schools could
examine how different approaches to education affect learning. This research raises
many questions about the potential for an alternative approach to education, and this will
hopefully lead to future research that takes a close, serious look at free school pedagogy.
I hope that engaging the free school practices that these graduates highlighted
with theories on best practices in the field o f composition studies helps affirm the
legitimacy of the free school philosophy, while also highlighting the potential for best
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practice in the writing classroom in both public and alternative schools. As public
schools become further entrenched in testing and standards, it is important to recognize
that there are alternative approaches to instruction that may actually offer promising
educational outcomes. While free schools are different from their public counterparts,
they share a common goal: the education o f America's youth to create responsible,
imaginative citizens. Rather than see these approaches to writing instruction as
oppositional or antithetical, administrators and educators should recognize that best
practices in the writing classroom may involve an incorporation o f the successful
practices o f free schools.
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Appendix

Interview Questions
Did you attend a school prior to Kino? For how long?
If so, what was your experience with writing there?
How did you feel about writing there?
What types of writing did you do there?
Were you confident in your writing before coming to Kino?
Why did you decide to switch to Kino School?
How long did you attend Kino?
What classes did you write for at Kino?
Think back to one specific writing project or class. Why did this stand out to you? What
was the experience like for you? How did you feel about the writing?
How did you feel about your writing generally?
What kind of writing did you feel you did the best in?
What kind of writing did you feel you struggled with?
How did your writing develop while at Kino?
Were you confident with your writing?
Did you enjoy writing?
What kind of writing did you enjoy the most? The least?
How did your feelings about writing change from when you started Kino to when you
graduated?
Did you pursue higher education after graduation?
How did you feel about writing after graduation?
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What type of writing did you do after graduation?
How did your years at Kino affect your writing after graduation?
How do you feel about your writing now?
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